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Notes:

Next week: Gospel Participation: The Letter to Colossae
Speaker: Pastor Adam Fitch

Upward + Outward: Psalm 46:1-3,
Isaiah 54:10, Proverbs 18:10
September 13, 2020
Ask God to lead you in applying today’s passage. Below
are some ideas to help.
READ- Follow the attached daily Bible reading plan to gain further insight on this topic.
STUDY- Use your Study Bible to research Acts chapter 27 and
Paul’s journey to Rome.
CONFESS– Admit the ways in which you have not lived to please
God. Acknowledge that His ways are best and ask for His
strength and wisdom to walk in His ways.
PRAY- Ask God for courage and comfort during these uncertain
times.
PRAISE– Take time to worship God for being your strong tower.
GATHER- Prepare for D group by reading Sunday's passage
again and answering the attached questions.
INVEST- In order for the church to effectively minister to the community, we must equip and mobilize our body. During this time of
“alternative church” we have less manpower to carryout our mission. If you feel safe and healthy, consider how you may help the
body fulfill its mission to each other and community.
GIVE– Is there someone you know who needs help or encouragement right now? Can you be the one to provide it?
INVITE– Christ is our strong fortress, and as the church we can
be a light to someone else as they battle their anxiety. Consider
who you can invite to join us online or in person for church at
GBC.
CREATE- write your own application down here:
______________________________________________________
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(CONT.)

DAILY BIBLE READING PLAN
Monday: God as our Fortress - Psalm 46:1-11
Tuesday: God our Comforter - Isaiah 54:1-17
Wednesday: Perspective on Suffering - Romans 5:1-1-10
Thursday: Comforted to Comfort - 2 Corinthians 1:3-11
Friday: An Example of Suffering - Acts 27:1-44
Saturday: Tomorrow’s Passage--Colossians 1:1-8

IN THIS PASSAGE, IS THERE A...
-Sin to avoid?
-Prayer/Promise/Praise?
-Example to follow?
-Command to obey?
-Knowledge to remember?
-Question I still have?
(Virtual) D GROUP QUESTIONS:
1 What is a mountain in your life that you felt was unmovable or
unshakable that suddenly has rumbled or crumbled shaking your
faith?
2 After reading Acts chapter 27, discuss the calamities beset
Paul and how he responded.
3 Take time to list off the attributes of God you can identify in today’s passages (Psalm 46:1-3, 2 Corinthians 1:3-7, Romans 5:15, Isaiah 54:10, Proverbs 18:10), how does the knowledge of
God help us trust Him?
TOUGH: How can we live life with more peace and confidence
despite the uncertainty and turmoil that surrounds us?

